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QUESTION 1

Which of the following commands will not perform a checkpoint on the database? 

A. dump database 

B. dump tran 

C. dump tran...with no_truncate 

D. dump tran... with truncate_only 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the role of GAM pages? 

A. Manage information about an allocation unit 

B. Manage information about the allocation units belonging to a database 

C. Manage information for a single object 

D. Manage information for a table partition 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Supported dbcc commands can be granted to?(Choose 2) 

A. User defined roles. 

B. Groups 

C. Users 

D. System defined roles 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 4

The Undo pass recovery phase scans 

A. From the beginning of the log to the oldest active transaction\\'s row id. 

B. From the checkpoint record to the end of the log. 
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C. From the checkpoint record\\'s row id for the oldest active transaction to the end of the log. 

D. From the secondary truncation point row id to the end of the log. 

E. From the end of the log to the oldest incomplete transaction\\'s row id. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following does the optdiag utility NOT report ? 

A. When statistics were last updated 

B. Table size 

C. How often an index is used 

D. Distribution of values in a column 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Which of the following statistics suggest that a table may be fragmented ? (Choose 2 ) 

A. The data row count is greater than the data page count 

B. The deleted row count is greater than 0 

C. The forwarded row count is greater than 0 

D. The histogram has greater than 20 steps 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 7

Which of the following statements about optimizer statistics are TRUE? (Choose 3) 

A. It is possible to build statistics on unindexed columns. 

B. It is possible to build statistics on text/image columns. 

C. Dropping a table drops statistics for the column(s) used. 

D. Dropping an index drops statistics for the column(s) used. 

E. By default, histogram statistics are built only for leading columns of indexes. 

Correct Answer: ABD 
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QUESTION 8

Which of the following pages is NOT found on an allocation unit? 

A. Data 

B. Index 

C. OAM 

D. GAM 

E. Control 

F. None of the above 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 9

What will happen immediately after you reload the master database from a backup ? 

A. All databases will be offline 

B. ASE will shut down 

C. The sa login will be locked 

D. The server will switch from single-user to normal mode 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

When rebuilding the master device without using a backup, how many times must you run disk reinit and disk refit? 

A. Run disk reinit and disk refit one time each. 

B. Run disk reint once per database device and disk refit once. 

C. Run disk reint once and disk refit once per database. 

D. Run both disk reinit and disk refit once per database. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

For a database with its log on a separate device, which of the following dbcc commands show the percentage of free log
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space? (Choose 2) 

A. dbcc checkalloc 

B. dbcc checkcatalog 

C. dbcc checkdb 

D. dbcc checkstorage 

E. dbcc checktable 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 12

Which of the following statements about named caches are true in ASE? (Choose 4) 

A. Named caches can be created dynamically. 

B. Named caches can be dropped dynamically. 

C. Named caches can be made larger dynamically. 

D. Named caches can be made smaller dynamically. 

E. Named cache partitions can be changed dynamically. 

F. Named cache replacement policies can be changed dynamically. 

Correct Answer: CDEF 

 

QUESTION 13

When should dbcc reindex be used? 

A. After the sort order in ASE has been changed 

B. When a new language has been installed in ASE. 

C. When corruptions have been found in text/image page chains. 

D. When corruptions have been found in indexes on system tables. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

In optdiag, the deleted row count value represents the number of rows ? 

A. Deleted since the ASE was started 
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B. That will be deleted by the housekeeper 

C. That are deleted but not removed from the table 

D. Deleted since the last time optdiag was executed 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

When setting up dbcc checkstorage,you must 

A. Turn on parallelism 

B. Decrease the number of locks 

C. Increase the transaction log for the target database 

D. Set the database in dbo use only 

Correct Answer: A 
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